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Capgemini UK reaches outstanding new agreement with HM Government 
 

 

Paris, London, 13
th

 September 2010 - Today Capgemini UK plc (“Capgemini”) signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Cabinet Office which builds on its outstanding 

track record of engagement and delivery to HMG.  All existing contracts remain and continue to be 

delivered as planned. Capgemini has also presented a range of new business opportunities to enable 

the commitment of savings to HMG. 

 

In addition, Capgemini has also put together an extensive menu of new innovative proposals, which 

would further improve the efficiency of HMG. 

 

Paul Hermelin, Capgemini CEO, said: “I am pleased to have agreed this MOU with Francis Maude, 

Minister for the Cabinet Office. This signing continues our transformational journey with HM 

Government and enables us to bring the full capability of the Capgemini Group for the benefit of the UK 

Public Sector.  I look forward to working together over the coming months and years to help the UK 

Government achieve their wider reforms”. 

 

Pierre-Yves Cros, Capgemini’s UK Country Board Chairman, said: “Capgemini has responded to 

the request to help Government meet their short term challenge and we have also put forward cross-

government solutions, which will help achieve an efficient joined-up government in future”. 

 

 

About Capgemini 
Capgemini, one of the world's foremost providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing services, 

enables its clients to transform and perform through technologies. Capgemini provides its clients with 

insights and capabilities that boost their freedom to achieve superior results through a unique way of 

working, the Collaborative Business Experience
TM

. The Group relies on its global delivery model called 

Rightshore
®
, which aims to get the right balance of the best talent from multiple locations, working as one 

team to create and deliver the optimum solution for clients. Present in more than 30 countries, Capgemini 

reported 2009 global revenues of EUR 8.4 billion and employs 95,000 people worldwide.  

More information is available at www.capgemini.com. 

Rightshore
®
 is a trademark belonging to Capgemini 
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